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Tucked in the heart of the iconic St. Regis 

New York, Adour Alain Ducasse represents  

a harmonious balance between Alain 

Ducasse’s dedication to the culinary arts, 

the legendary elegance of The St. Regis 

New York, and the vision of modern luxury 

centered on a wine-inspired theme. 

For private events of 80 or more please call 

Angela Almonte at 212.710.2279 or 

email at Angela.Almonte@stregis.com.

ARTiSTRY
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with more than 25 years in the luxury hospitality industry, paul nash  

brings a wealth of experience and expertise to the st. regis new york.

meet paul nash, the new 
general manager of the 
st. regis new york

7

you recently arrived in new york—how do 
you enjoy the city, and how have you been 
spending your free time?

my family and i are having a wonderful time 

taking in the sights and sounds of New York 

city. my wife, daughter, and i try to get out every 

weekend to see something new, from Top of the 

Rock, to discovering hidden nooks in central 

Park, to uncovering an off-the-beaten-track 

restaurant downtown. i spend most of my time 

in the hotel, which is a New York city landmark 

and attracts guests from far and wide. There is 

nothing quite like being in the lobby of The St. 

Regis, or John Jacob Astor’s original library, 

which today still hosts the greatest events and 

galas in the city, including, most recently, Jason 

wu’s fashion show. For some quiet time, i hop on 

my harley and take a ride up the hudson to clear 

my head. it really does wonders. 

you have traveled around the world as a  
st. regis general manager and have previously 
been in shanghai and houston. what is  
it about the new york property that  
is compelling to you?

The St. Regis New York is an icon and considered 

one of the greatest hotels in the world. it is the 

epitome of luxury and the standard for our 
industry—and a lifelong dream for gms is to 
one day work at The St. Regis New York. i am 
proud to be working with this incredible team 
and continue the tradition founded by John 
Jacob Astor over 100 years ago. 

how did you become passionate about hotels? 
how did your career in the hotel industry 
begin?
i have always been passionate about the hospitality 
industry, which has taken me all over the world. 
From London to Sydney to San Francisco, and 
now New York, the hotel business is in my blood, 
and i can’t imagine it being any other way. 

what is your vision of luxury?
To me, luxury is about creating unique, unmatched 
experiences that can be shared with your family 
while traveling on leisure, and creating extra 
time while traveling on business. At The St. 
Regis, we have butlers, which are signature to 
the experience and who literally become personal 
assistants for our guests while in residence. our 
concierge desk moves mountains and can provide 
an entrée to events and restaurants that are not 

easily accessible. 

you’ve traveled all over the world—how 
do you see travel changing for the next 
generation?

Travel is as essential to me as food. it has shaped 

who i am, and i know it is already shaping who my 

daughter is. New destinations are exciting—from 

emerging cities in china to South America—and 

i am eager to travel with my daughter to those 

places, to see the world through her eyes. i think 

it’s important to go back to the classic gateway 

cities as well—London, Paris, and Rome, for 

example—and to juxtapose those experiences 

with more cutting-edge destinations. Authenticity 

is critical for me. i am really drawn to locations 

that provide cultural experiences. 

general manager paul nash 

with tennis star rafael 

nadal during a dinner 

hosted at the st. regis  

new york kicking off 

this year’s u.s. open.
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anna wintour sits front row at the 

jason wu spring 2010 fashion show 

at the st. regis new york.

during the weekend of the veuve clicquot 
manhattan polo classic, famous argentine polo 
star nacho figueras played host to dinners 
at the st. regis new york and a special brunch, 
complete with the signature bloody mary,  
at the king cole bar.

from celebrations to fashion shows, the st. regis new york takes 
center stage for some of the city’s most talked about events.

SettiNg the Stage
at the St.  RegiS New YoRk

The night before the veuve clicquot manhattan 

Polo classic, polo sensation Nacho Figueras and 

The St. Regis’ global brand leader Paul James 

hosted 14 guests at Adour Alain Ducasse at The 

St. Regis New York for a midnight supper. The 

tradition of the midnight supper dates back to 

the days of caroline Astor and the “Astor 400,” 

when manhattan’s social elite would join the 

Astors in their home following a day of polo. 

But this year’s midnight supper could arguably 

have been more fun and glamour than the Astor 

400’s—guests wined and dined into the wee hours, 

kicking off the weekend of polo festivities.

This year’s veuve clicquot manhattan Polo 

classic on governor’s island was a star-studded 

affair. After guests watched Britain’s Prince harry 

win a narrow victory over Nacho Figueras’s polo 

team and prizes were awarded, guests of the Polo 

classic were served classic St. Regis New York 

afternoon tea before they made their way back to 

manhattan for another night of festivities. 

when it came to showing his spring 2010 collection, 

fashion designer jason wu chose the elegant 

entertaining spaces located on the 2nd floor.
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Step back in time and reserve a one-bedroom 

madison, St. Regis, Fifth Avenue,  

or grand Suite for an evening at the  

published rate and stay the second evening  

for $4, just as it was back in 1904.

Reserve your experience online or  

by phone at 866.716.8116. 

The ADDReSS iS The eXPeRieNce
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maceration is 
perfectly 
natural. 
maceration is Belvedere’s distinctive process 
of soaking pure fruit in our luxury vodka. 
treat yourself to the world’s superior, most 
natural, flavored vodka, Belvedere black 
raspberry. it’s hard to resist what’s natural.  
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the red snapper

the st. regis new york is delighted to be celebrating the  
75th anniversary of the creation of the red snapper,  

the legendary hotel’s signature cocktail.

75th
anniversary
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has an unclear history. The most popular version 

is of Fernand Petiot, who claimed he created the 

cocktail in the 1920s at harry’s New York Bar in 

Paris. he perfected it in 1934 at the king cole Bar 

in the St. Regis hotel in New York. The St. Regis 

convinced him to call it the Red Snapper, but the 

name never caught on. in 1939, the New York 

Herald Tribune printed the story of comedian 

george Jessel, who claimed that he created the 

cocktail in his Palm Beach home while searching 

for a morning elixir. chances are a severe hangover 

could have inspired both of them with the same 

idea. 

in 1964, Petiot credited Jessel for mixing equal 

parts tomato juice and vodka, but in the same 

breath took credit for the evolution of adding 

black pepper, cayenne pepper, worcestershire 

sauce, and lemon to the cocktail. Though, in truth, 

Petiot added spices at the demand of The St. Regis’ 

New York clientele, who felt the drink too boring 

and called for something with more character. 

This is what makes New York the birthplace of 

the Bloody mary. 

in his 1946 classic, The Stork Club Bar Book, 

Louis Beebe inextricably linked the Bloody mary 

to the vodka martini. while the martini is listed as 

an evening cocktail, the Bloody mary is called for 

the morning after—true partners in crime.

By 1860, ice had worked its way into almost 

all known cocktails, and the art of shaking was 

invented—“shaking,” meaning tossing the drink 

from one tin to another with as much flare as 

possible. cocktails used to be heavier concoctions 

of mixed fruit and sugar, punches, and toddies. As 

the movement continued, new tools were created, 

like the ice pick, Boston shaker, and straw. 

By the 1880s, Americans had gained an 

appreciation for the individual cocktail. over the 

next 35 years, brandy became scarce due to the 

phylloxera plague in europe, and whiskey, rum, 

and gin moved into the spotlight. Americans 

saw an explosion in cocktail culture. The use of 

vermouth and bitters became a huge trend, and 

the term “cocktail” broadened to also include the 

use of fresh and canned juices. Dry gin and dry 

rums took preference over their sweeter styles. The 

bar spoon and a stirring technique was employed, 

rather than flamboyantly shaking or throwing 

cocktails through the air. 

The most important shift took place in the early 

1900s, when women started being accepted as 

regular patrons in bars and saloons. The cocktail 

culture was improving quickly, right up until 

the National Prohibition Act. Also known as 

the volstead Act, from 1919 to 1933 the 18th 

Amendment to the constitution banned the sale, 

manufacture, and consumption of alcohol in the 

united States. while the club and bar atmosphere 

became dangerously enticing, cocktails and 

mixology were reduced to bathtub gin, moonshine, 

and watered-down whiskey.

The use of syrup and canned juice was greatly 

increased to mask the poor quality of spirits 

available, and the cocktail movement took a great 

step backward. when Prohibition finally came to 

an end, it was a new time for the cocktail world, 

and there was a new player in town: vodka. 

Previously thought to be an inferior potato-based 

product, vodka is actually nothing more than un-

aged whiskey or grain alcohol produced at a lower 

alcohol proof.

A clear liquid with a neutral taste and odor, vodka 

is mixable with almost anything, and has the 

same intoxicating power of most whiskies. over 

the next decade, vodka’s popularity in America 

grew drastically. By 1945, there were 166 vodka 

distilleries in Los Angeles alone, and America had 

reached the second-largest vodka consumption 

in the world, after Russia. This change in the 

American palate gave us some of our most 

treasured classics, like the Bloody mary, vodka 

martini, and moscow mule.

This year—2009—marks the 75th anniversary of 

the Bloody mary, and like many other cocktails it 

 ameRicaN cocktail cultuRe aNd the 
birth of the bloody mary by  

robin lewis
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red snapper
mixing up the classics

red snapper 
2 oz vodka

2 oz tomato juice

4 dashes salt

2 dashes black pepper

2 dashes cayenne pepper

2 dashes worcestershire  

   sauce

2 dashes fresh lemon juice

shake very lightly and 

strain into a chilled 

cocktail glass.

garnish with a lemon  

and lime wedge.

moscow mule
2 oz vodka

3 oz ginger beer

build over ice in  

a highball glass.

garnish with 2 lime wedges.

dry vodka martini
2 oz vodka

1 oz dry vermouth

2 dashes orange bitters

stir or shake and strain into 

a chilled cocktail glass.

garnish with a lemon twist. 

in 1934, St. Regis bartender Fernand Petiot 

perfected the recipe for this beloved vodka 

drink, which would become the signature 

cocktail of the hotel’s king cole Bar in the 

years to come, and it remains a favorite 

today. originally called the Bloody mary, 

it was renamed the Red Snapper, a name 

thought to be much more appropriate for 

the hotel’s elegant guests. 

in 1934, vincent astor brought fernand petiot, popular bartender of harry’s new york bar 
in paris, to preside over his new king cole bar at the st. regis new york.

the red snapper, more commonly known as the bloody 

mary, has a history that begins in the st. regis’ very own 

king cole bar. 

The king cole Bar at The St. Regis New 

York still serves the original version of this 

classic cocktail. using the best ingredients, 

the recipe calls neither for horseradish 

nor a celery stick; bartenders will add 

them only upon request. in 1934, the bar 

served Red Snappers garnished only with 

a lemon wedge, and that is how you will 

find them today. 
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As part of the celebration, more than 20 of New 

York’s top chefs and restaurants, including charlie 

Palmer, Alain Ducasse, wD-50, 21 club, Dovetail, 

Landmarc, The Spotted Pig, and many more, lent 

their own personal Bloody mary recipes that were 

available throughout the month of october on a 

special menu in the king cole Bar. These chefs, 

restaurants, and mixologists were thrilled to 

be included in the anniversary celebration, and 

invented their own versions of the cocktail served 

the st. regis new york celebrated the anniversary of the  
creation of the red snapper the entire month of october. 

with Belvedere vodka. while the king cole Bar 

serves the traditional, original Bloody mary, 

these restaurants and chefs were extraordinarily 

inventive with their recipes, some including 

such ingredients as pickled vegetables, beet-and-

horseradish-infused vodka, and “magic dust.” 

The most inventive and complicated recipes, such 

as that of wD-50’s wylie Dufresne, needed to be 

special ordered by patrons of the bar 24 hours in 

advance.

the king cole bar is also the home of maxfield parrish’s “old king cole” 
mural. in 2007, the 30-by-8-foot mural, painted by parrish in 1906, received a 

$100,000 cleaning, completely restoring the beloved masterpiece to its original 
splendor. the mural was commissioned by hotel owner colonel john jacob 

astor for his 42nd street hotel, the knickerbocker. for a “kingly sum” of $5,000, 
parrish eventually agreed. however, the knickerbocker was short lived, and 

the mural made a few stops throughout the city before coming to rest at its 
home in the st. regis. for decades, “old king cole” has been delighting patrons, 

including salvador dalí, marilyn monroe, joe dimaggio, babe paley, and john 
lennon, and has been featured in several movies, including the devil wears 

prada, hannah and her sisters, radio days, and the first wives club. those who 
frequent the king cole bar probably know that maxfield parrish had a sense of 

humor. those who do not know the story behind the mural should visit the 
bar and speak to one of the bartenders, who may divulge the secret. 
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adour alain ducasse’s  
bloody mary 

1 roasted garlic clove

1/8 roasted red bell pepper

1 lemon wedge

1/4 bar spoon espelette

1/4 bar spoon fleur de sel

1 bar spoon fresh grated horseradish

1/2 bar spoon sriracha  

(sambal paste)

1.5 oz fresh tomato juice

0.5 oz house-made bouillabaisse broth

2 oz vodka

muddle garlic cloves, red peppers, 

and lemon. add espelette, fleur de sel, 

horseradish, and sriracha. top with 

ice. add tomato juice, bouillabaisse 

broth, and vodka. roll in boston 

shaker (shake very gently), double 

strain into martini glass, and garnish 

with celery stalk skewer with yellow 

pepper and roasted garlic.

optional chaser: side of beer

landmarc’s  
bloody mary 

1 cup horseradish

1 cup worcestershire sauce

1 cup stout beer

1 cup fresh lemon juice

i/4 cup olive juice

1 cup frank’s red hot  

hot cayenne pepper sauce

1/2 cup ketchup

1/4 cup finely ground black 

pepper

4 cups sacramento brand 

tomato juice 

in a pitcher, combine the 

horseradish, worcestershire 

sauce, beer, lemon juice, olive 

juice, hot sauce, ketchup, and 

ground pepper. add the tomato 

juice and stir well. cover and 

refrigerate until chilled, at 

least 2 hours. mix 2 ounces 

of vodka with chilled mix per 

cocktail.

spotted pig  
bloody mary

3/4 oz fresh grated horseradish

1 1/4 oz worcestershire sauce

1 tablespoon celery salt

kosher salt, to taste

2 teaspoons ground pepper

1 32-oz bottle of knudsen organic 

tomato juice 

2 oz house pepper-infused vodka 

organic pickled  

vegetables for garnish 

in a pitcher, combine the 

horseradish, worcestershire 

sauce, celery salt, kosher salt, and 

ground pepper. add the tomato 

juice and stir well. cover and 

refrigerate until chilled, at least 

2 hours.

rim a highball glass with celery 

salt. mix vodka with chilled 

mix per cocktail. grate fresh 

horseradish on top. garnish with 

pickled vegetables and freshly 

cracked black pepper.

charlie palmer’s  
bloody mary

2 oz vodka

1/4 teaspoon dijon mustard

2 dashes worcestershire sauce

dollop horseradish (canned)

1/8 teaspoon sriracha

1/4 oz cocktail onion brine

2 1/2 oz tomato juice

salt and fresh ground pepper to taste

splash of lemon and lime juice

pour all ingredients into pint glass 

with ice. shake vigorously, and 

garnish with peperoncini and 2 

cocktail onions.

claire smith’s belvedere 
bloody martini

6 cherry tomatoes

dash lemon juice

dash simple syrup

1.5 oz belvedere cytrus vodka

dash tabasco

in a shaker glass, muddle tomatoes 

with the lemon juice and simple 

syrup. add rest of ingredients and 

shake with cubed ice. fine strain 

into a chilled martini glass, and 

garnish with a cherry tomato 

speared with a basil leaf.

the special anniversary bloody mary menu in the king cole bar was a fun and exciting initiative that invited hotels guests and 

bar patrons alike to sample many takes on the original recipe. the anniversary menu also served a grander cause—25 percent of 

all proceeds from the sale of these special bloody marys went to benefit citymeals-on-wheels, a charity dedicated to delivering 

meals to the homebound elderly in new york city. 
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on october 5th, new york city joined the st. regis new york in its celebration of the 75th anniversary 

of the bloody mary. mayor michael bloomberg officially proclaimed october 5, 2009, “bloody mary 

day.” and, at the end of the day, frits van paasschen, starwood’s very own ceo, rang the closing bell 

on the new york stock exchange floor, kicking off cocktail hour in true st. regis fashion. 

cocktail houR  
at the cloSiNg bell

17

president and ceo frits van paasschen rang the closing bell joined by paul 
james, st. regis global brand leader, the luxury collection and st. regis 
hotels & resorts; maria murillo, director of human resources, the st. regis 
new york; robert hermany, senior vice president of operations, starwood 
hotels & resorts; pedro dias, hotel manager, the st. regis new york; paul 
nash, general manager, the st. regis new york; lisa potts, regional vice 
president of sales & marketing, starwood hotels & resorts; benjamin 
sinclair, director of sales & marketing, the st. regis new york; gary merjian, 
director of catering & food and beverage; and two st. regis butlers, the 
icon and symbol of superlative service for the st. regis brand.
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The St. Regis New York is one of the city’s 

quintessential addresses, where excellence, 

commitment, and flawless precision  

come together. The St. Regis New York 

is the first choice of the world’s most 

discerning hosts, and has served as the 

backdrop for the city’s iconic social 

celebrations for more than a century.

For more information, please contact the 

events office at 212.339.6776 or via email 

at StRegiseventsNY@stregis.com.

wheRe The woRLD  
comeS To ceLeBRATe
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barbara maly grew up in the hospitality service industry, first in berlin and then in  

new york. she joined the st. regis new york as a butler in 1995.

at YouR SeRvice
the SigNatuRe St.  RegiS butleR

tell us about the history of the butler service 
at the st. regis.
The St. Regis has prided itself on exceptional personal 

service for guests for over 100 years. The 24-hour 

butler service is a signature element of this unparalleled 

dedication. in 1991, the service was incorporated during 

hotel renovations. Today, The St. Regis New York has 

over 30 butlers, who combined speak over thirty-eight 

languages. 

what does the service include?
impeccably dressed in tuxedos, we greet arriving guests, 

brief them with an orientation on their room, unpack their 

suitcases when required, and make sure all customized 

room preparations are satisfactory. every morning, we 

serve coffee and tea, arrange wake-up calls, and facilitate 

any and all requests: from arranging room service and 

running a quick errand, to organizing a cocktail party or 

acquiring theater tickets. if you are under the weather, 

we will arrange for our house doctor to call on you. You 

can get your shoes shined at 1 a.m. in the morning, or 

call for a fax to be sent at 4 a.m. we are available 24/7. 

how is the staff trained?
one of the criteria to become a butler at The St. Regis 

New York is having a secondary degree. Training takes 

place over a certain amount of weeks, during which 

each butler learns everything about the hotel’s history 

and inner workings. we then spend a period of time in 

each department seeing how it is run, so that we can field 

questions from guests as accurately as possible. 

what are the most important qualities for a 
butler to possess?
Probably the ones that cannot be taught. i would say 

“how to read a guest” tops the list. when you first greet 

your guests, it is important to immediately recognize and 

anticipate their needs, whether they want service or need 

privacy. it is also extremely important to check your own 

emotions at the door. And of course, discretion is key.

what are the areas of expertise of the  
st. regis butler?
management provides us with training in every 

department. For example, our sommeliers teach us about 

the wines so that we are confident in the selections we 

suggest to our guests. we are also always up to date on 

the Adour menu items. our guests expect us to know 

everything about The St. Regis, and so do we. we are 

also expected to speak at least two languages, given our 

international clientele. 

anticipating a guest’s needs is an art form. 
how are the st. regis butlers able to anticipate 
the many diverse needs of guests?
know your guests. For returning guests, we keep diligent 

profiles of their needs and likes, which are constantly 

updated. Before the guest even arrives, the room is set 

up according to that profile, and then we go over each 

customized request to make sure it is current—from 

choice of bottled water to bedding service. For new 

guests, we focus on everything from body language to 

what they say or don’t say; and as you go over the service 

items you provide, we keep a mental checklist.

how do the st. regis butlers find the balance 
of providing ever-present, unobtrusive service, 
while anticipating the guest’s every need?
This is very important: we want our guests to know 
we are always available to them, without getting in 
their way. our aim is to make them feel completely at 
home. Sometimes the guests make the level of service 
they expect clear to us when we first meet them—they 
might engage us in a conversation about some aspect 
of the hotel, or immediately retreat into their room. 
Regardless, we make sure that they understand they can 
page us for any immediate requests. we also liaison with 
every other department in the hotel, from housekeeping 
to concierge. 

is there any particular use of technology 
that has enhanced the service?
Yes, pagers. every room has a phone with a button that 

immediately pages the butler. This keeps us constantly 

available to the guest. The pager also feeds us information 

on check-ins, check-outs, room-service requests, etc. 

we also have business cards with email addresses that 

enable returning guests to reach us about any changes 

in the services that they might require. in addition, The 

St. Regis has recently introduced a new e-Butler service, 

where each butler carries a wireless handheld device so 

guests can e-mail their wishes straight to their very own 

personal butler anytime, whether on hotel property or 

away from the hotel.

are guests able to request the same butler 
upon return visits to the st. regis new york?
of course. Sometimes guests are just more comfortable 
with a butler they have had before, and the hotel does 
its best to accommodate. we want their experience to be 
completely comfortable.

what is the ultimate compliment a guest can 
give a st. regis butler?
when a guest thanks you for the service and expresses 

a desire to come back based on that experience.  

i thoroughly enjoy my job, and have never had a bad 

day at work. it’s a wonderful feeling to have someone 

tell you that your service made them feel completely 

at home.
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update the space while showcasing the original 

architecture that makes the suite one of a kind. 

The redesigned foyer of the Presidential Suite 

features checkerboard marble floors as well as 

breathtaking wall coverings by Fromental. The 

Asian-inspired wallpaper boasts intricate hand 

painting and gold embroidery while enhancing 

the stunning architecture of the entryway. Rich, 

tactile fabrics in warm creams, black, and gold 

tones enhance the space and highlight mishaan’s 

attention to detail and expert craftsmanship. A 

gold and copper canopy adorning the bed offers 

a sense of regal luxury in contrast to the adjoining 

bedroom cast in subtle hues of robin’s-egg blue. 

The Presidential Suite at The St. Regis New York 

remains the home away from home for the world’s 

most discerning travelers.

guests included fashion designers Nicole miller 

and Dennis Basso; art collectors Beth Rudin 

Dewoody and Suzanne and Bob cochran; interior 

designer Nina griscom; and social figures and 

philanthropists like Somers Farkas, Steve Tanger, 

eleanor and michael kennedy, and helen and 

Tim Schifter. media attendees included Town & 

Country’s Pamela Fiori, W’s Jim Reginato, Forbes 

Life’s Jim Brosseau, The New York Times’ melissa 

Feldman and marianne Rohrlich, and Veranda’s 

carolyn englefield. guests sipped champagne 

and enjoyed canapés while admiring the stunning 

central Park views and lavishly appointed décor.

The splendid 3,400-square-foot, three-bedroom 

Presidential Suite has been fashioned in the style 

of a “grand New York” Fifth Avenue apartment. 

The suite features a large, elegant foyer that leads 

to the formal dining room, living room, exquisite 

wood-paneled library, and bedrooms. guest enjoy 

spectacular views of central Park and Fifth Avenue 

as well as the 24-hour attention of the legendary 

St. Regis Butlers.

For Richard mishaan, the colorful history and 

engaging architecture of The St. Regis New York 

provided the ideal backdrop to his vision for the 

Presidential Suite. his goal was to enhance and 

on an idyllic spring evening in may, 50 of manhattan’s top social figures, designers, and 

journalists gathered to celebrate the unveiling of the redesigned presidential suite at the 

st. regis new york and the launch of designer richard mishaan’s new book, modern luxury. 

inspiring traditions 
the PReSideNtial Suite at the St. RegiS New YoRk

richard mishaan is the 

head of richard mishaan 

design, an interior 

design and architecture 

firm in new york city. he 

also designs a collection 

of furniture for his 

design store, homer.
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the remède spa at the st. regis new york is committed to creating 

an exceptional experience for each guest. from champagne and 

truffles to luxurious throws and customized treatments, their 

goal is to surpass all expectations and help guests escape to a 

sanctuary of indulgence and relaxation. 

a  SaNctuaRY  
iN the citY
recoup in the big apple  
with signature services

big apple recoup wrap
Taking advantage of the vibrancy and prolific 

cultural offerings of New York can often leave 

one running on empty by the end of the day. 

This restorative treatment is designed to provide 

mental, physical, and emotional energy with 

an exfoliating massage, a calming body wrap, 

and a soothing deep-tissue massage. guests will 

feel calm, rejuvenated, and ready for the next 

adventure New York has to offer.

big apple recoup facial
in the city that never sleeps, constant activity 

can take its toll on the complexion, leaving it 

sallow and tired-looking. After this luxurious 

facial, guests will emerge looking as though they 

got a full eight hours of sleep, with energized, 

luminous, and radiant skin.

remède spa recognizes 
that each guest, each face, 

and each body is unique. 
as such, no two facials 

or massages are the same. 
they customize every facial 

and massage to ensure 
guests receive the most 

appropriate treatment to 
meet their individual goals 

and to deliver the results 
they seek.
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the St.  RegiS PRiNceville debutS
kaua’i ,  hawai’ i

The internationally acclaimed St. Regis New York 

is the original landmark hotel built by John Jacob 

Astor in 1904. The Astors defined the height of 

American aristocracy during the gilded Age of the 

late 18th and 19th centuries. The family built a 

legacy of premier hotels and legendary service.

The St. Regis Princeville Resort resides in Princeville 

at hanalei. it is located in the ahupua’a (land 

division) of halele’a, which means “the house of 

joy.” halele’a was noted in ancient times as the 

most beautiful place in the hawaiian islands. 

This area and its immediate surroundings were 

kula lands—land available to the maka’ainana, or 

common person, for cultivation and fishing.

The site of the hotel was known as Pu’u Poa or 

Pu’u Pa’oa—pu’u meaning mountain and pa’oa 

meaning the staff of the fire goddess, Pele, who 

when searching for a new home would strike her 

staff into the earth to create a new crater. Directly 

below the hotel are remnants of an ancient 

hawai’ian fishpond built in prehistoric time. 

known as kamo’omaika’i, it was one of the few 

kuapa (ocean wall)-type fishponds on kaua’i.

from distant shores, the legacies of two influential families—one of royal birth and the 

other of prominence and wealth—were destined to unfold on the island of kaua’i. the 

kamehameha royal family enjoyed their visits to the north shore of kaua’i. in 1860, it was 

during one of their sojourns with their cherished son, albert, that the area was renamed 

the barony de princeville, the city of the prince.

having emerged from the sea millions of years 

before its neighboring islands, kaua’i is home to 

the softest sands, grandest rivers, and most verdant 

rain forests in all of hawai’i. Archaeological 

evidence suggests that kaua’i was the first island 

populated by seafaring Polynesians about 400 A.D. 

historically, the name Kaua’i has been translated to 

mean “season of abundance” or “time of plenty.”

The St. Regis Princeville Resort resides on the 

northern shore of the “garden island.” Located in 

the 9,000-acre resort community of Princeville at 

hanalei, this oceanside enclave provides residents 

and visitors all the amenities you would expect 

from an island destination, considered by many to 

be one of the most spectacular in hawai’i.

The Lihue Airport is approximately 32 miles south 

of Princeville and served by inter-island and major 

airline carriers.

guests of The St. Regis Princeville Resort reside 

in a bastion of tropical sophistication, surrounded 

by interiors reflecting kaua’i’s rich abundance, 

cuisine that celebrates local flavors, and an array of 

activities as thrillingly diverse as the island itself. 

To discover more visit stregisprinceville.com.

23
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croustillant

at adouR alaiN ducaSSe  
at the St. RegiS New YoRk,  
YouNg, taleNted PaStRY chef

SaNdRo micheli  
ShowcaSeS hiS excePtioNal taleNt,  
which balaNceS tRaditioNal deSSeRtS  
with iNNovative aNd cReative twiStS.
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From 1997, Sandro continued to sharpen his 

dessert and pastry skills in the restaurants of 

several renowned chefs, including Paul Bocuse, 

michel guérard, gérard Boyer, and Daniel 

Boulud. in 2005, he joined Alain Ducasse at the 

essex house as Pastry chef and is now a vital 

part of Ducasse’s team at Adour. 

chef Sandro hosted his first pastry class in 

February, instructing students on how to create 

the perfect valentine’s Day treats. Following 

a second successful pastry class in may, where 

chef Sandro instructed eager students on the 

fundamentals of baking, the young talent led yet 

another group of ten eager gourmands through 

the world of pastry on october 24th. During his 

“Back to Basics” class in may, Sandro instructed 

his students, including renowned fashion designer 

Peter Som, on how to create delicious and 

beautiful classic confections, such as the perfect 

chocolate-chip cookie and delectable homemade 

marshmallows. 

in october, the chef created irresistible autumn 

confections, focusing on pies and tarts, just 

in time for the holidays. highlighting some 

of the season’s flavors—sun-ripened apple, 

crisp pear, and festive pumpkin—chef Sandro 

guided students through the pie-making process, 

including the often-intimidating crust. his class 

in october built on beloved flavors and recipes 

that provide the ideal finish to any meal. 

Sandro showcases his exceptional talent daily 

in Adour, where he balances traditional desserts 

with innovative and creative twists. highlights 

of the Adour dessert menu include Sandro’s 

stunning contemporary exotic vacherin and 

the overindulgent Dark chocolate Sorbet, which 

features coffee granite and caramelized brioche 

croutons. Students of his classes have walked 

away with technique, style, and tips for success 

from Sandro, as well as delicious boxes of treats! 

Those students who choose to dine in Adour 

that evening can enjoy their morning’s creations 

for dessert following a sumptuous meal in the 

elegant dining room. 

As of November 21st, guests will have the 

opportunity to enjoy Pastry chef Sandro michele’s 

celebrated macaroons in and out of Adour which 

offers its Macaroons-à-Porter in a series of seasonal 

flavors available throughout the year.

To special order macaroons, please call Adour at 

212.710.2277.

born in belfort, france, sandro micheli began working in a local pastry shop in 

1995, where he learned the classic french pastry technique, including how to 

finesse chocolate, the beauty of pure ingredients, and the pride of artisanal work.
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the muSeum of modeRN aRt
tim buRtoN aNd bauhauS exhibitioNS 

in addition to their close proximity, the museum of modern art and the st. regis new york 

share a long history together in the art world. salvador dalí made a suite at the st. regis 

new york his winter home for more than a decade. his legacy lives on only two blocks 

away, with numerous of his works housed at moma.

many guests of The St. Regis New York visit momA 

during their stay, and this fall they will have the 

opportunity to view two major exhibitions, among 

others: one celebrating the 90th anniversary of the 

influential Bauhaus School; the other exploring the full 

scale of renowned filmmaker Tim Burton’s career.

tim burton 

november 22, 2009, through april 26, 2010

The museum of modern Art presents a major 

exhibition exploring the full scale of renowned 

filmmaker Tim Burton’s career, both as a director and 

concept artist for live-action and animated films and  

as an artist, illustrator, photographer, and writer. Tracing 

the current of Burton’s visual imagination—from his 

earliest childhood drawings through his mature work  

in film—the exhibition Tim Burton will bring together 

more than 700 examples of rarely or never-before-seen 

drawings, paintings, photographs, storyboards, moving-

image works, puppets, maquettes, costumes, and 

cinematic ephemera, and includes an extensive film series 

spanning Burton’s 27-year career. included are little-

known drawings, paintings, and sculptures created in the 

spirit of contemporary pop surrealism, as well as work 

generated during the conception and production of his 

films, such as original The Nightmare Before Christmas 

and Corpse Bride puppets; Edward Scissorhands, 

Batman Returns, and Sleepy Hollow costumes; and even 

severed-head props from Mars Attacks! 

bauhaus 1919–1933: workshops for modernity  

november 8, 2009, through january 25, 2010

The museum of modern Art presents a major 

exhibition celebrating the 90th anniversary of the 

influential Bauhaus School. The Bauhaus School in 

germany—the most famous and influential school of 

avant-garde art in the 20th century—brought together 

artists, architects, and designers in an extraordinary 

conversation about the nature of art in the modern age, 

profoundly shaping our contemporary visual world. The 

exhibition brings together more than 400 works that 

reflect the extraordinarily broad range of the school’s 

productions, including industrial design, furniture, 

architecture, graphics, photography, textiles, ceramics, 

theater and costume design, painting, and sculpture. it 

includes works by famous faculty members and well-

known students including Anni Albers, Josef Albers, 

herbert Bayer, marianne Brandt, marcel Breuer, Lyonel 

Feininger, walter gropius, vasily kandinsky, Paul klee, 

László moholy-Nagy, Lucia moholy, Lilly Reich, oskar 

Schlemmer, and gunta Stölzl, as well as less well-known, 

but equally innovative, artists.

momA’s Bauhaus exhibition offers an extraordinary 

opportunity for a new generational perspective on this 

influential school. A full range of historical work is 

presented in the exhibition, including such Bauhaus icons 

as László moholy-Nagy’s oblique angle photographs 

and Paul klee’s Fire in the Evening.

untitled (edward scissorhands). 1990  
pen and ink, and pencil on paper  

private collection © 2009 tim burton
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lucia moholy 
franz roh. 1926 
gelatin silver print, possibly printed after 1928 
14 11/16 x 10 15/16” (37.3 x 27.8 cm) 
the metropolitan museum of art, new york.  
warner communications, inc., purchase fund 
copy photograph © the metropolitan museum of art 
© 2009 artists rights society (ars), new york / vg bild-kunst, bonn

paul klee 
fire in the evening. 1929 
13 3/8 x 13 1/4” (33.8 x 33.3 cm) 
the museum of modern art, new york.  
mr. and mrs. joachim jean aberbach fund  
© 2009 artists rights society (ars), new york / vg bild-kunst, bonn 
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excePtioNal wiNeS 
aNd SPiRitS
at adouR alaiN ducaSSe
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terroir doesn’t end at the vineyard gate. it doesn’t end at the doors of the winery. 

the final essential elements that define any wine are added at the table—the last 

piece of terroir. 

the laSt Piece of teRRoiR

Recently, we were fortunate enough to take some 

of the best elements from our 2008 harvest of 

Bordeaux varietals grown in the Napa valley 

directly to the ultimate piece of terroir: The 

St. Regis hotel in New York. There, at Adour 

Alain Ducasse, we began with the four principle 

components of a classic Bordeaux blend: cabernet 

sauvignon, merlot, cabernet franc, and petit 

verdot. with Thomas combescot, wine director 

and general manager of Adour Alain Ducasse, we 

extensively discussed the tastes and personalities 

of the unique guests of The St. Regis and Adour. 

out of this discussion we set out to create an 

exclusive cuvée that seamlessly integrates the 

vineyard, the winery, and the profiles of the 

guests and cuisines of The St. Regis New York.

The St. Regis New York Napa valley cabernet 

Sauvignon comprises several top vineyard sources 

in the Napa valley—chosen carefully to express 

the best qualities of each of the varietals used in 

the final blend. After many variations and lively 

debate, we successfully created the final blend: 

cabernet sauvignon from the floor of the Napa 

valley near St. helena, as the foundation with a 

touch (10 percent) of cabernet sauvignon grown 

on the eastern mountains of the valley to give 

structure and power; next, a small amount of 

merlot was added for suppleness; cabernet franc 

from Napa valley’s famed crocker vineyard was 

also brought to the mix to bring a subtle spice to 

the aromas and an elegance to the palate; lastly, 

a drop of intense, powerful, rich petit verdot to 

fill in the corners. The finished wine is one of 

distinction and finesse, while still exhibiting the 

classic Napa valley cabernet hallmarks of power 

and lush fruit.

whether you’re hosting 
a corporate or social 
gathering, adour’s wine 
vault is sure to impress 
your guests. 

The vault features a wine-inspired décor, furnished 
with plush chairs and a large boardroom-style table 
as well as handblown glass globes that descend from 
the ceiling, resembling floating champagne bubbles. 
The large glass wine cabinets store our vast collection 
of wines from Burgundy and Bordeaux, as well as 
private wine vaults.

The vault is a semiprivate space that gives you a sense 
of privacy while allowing you to feel the energy from 
the restaurant’s main dining room. The wine vault can 
seat up to 12 guests for dinner. The space may also be 
reserved for private wine tastings as well as a cocktail 
reception followed by dinner in one of our additional 
private rooms.

Adour’s wine vault offers interactive technology that 
allows guests to explore the wide variety of wines 
available. guests can choose a wine by browsing 
Adour’s complete wine list by country and varietal. 
The wine list is projected from the ceiling onto the 
boardroom-style table, and guests make their choices 
by tapping on the table’s surface. when a guest 
selects a particular wine, a rosette-shaped image is 
projected with information about the wine on each 
of its five petals, including details about the producer, 
origin, and grapes. The sommelier can also tailor the 
projections to display your personal wine selections. 

The wine vault is a unique and memorable space 
where your guests will be wowed. Please contact us 
for more information regarding hosting an event in 
our exclusive space.

For private events, please contact Angela Almonte  
at 212.710.2279 or via email at  
Angela.Almonte@stregis.com.

wiNe vault

by  
sashi moorman and mark tarlov
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an interview with a 
legendary winemaker

you have been an extremely successful 
retailer, distributor, importer, and marketer. 
what drove you to become a wine producer?

A winery came to us, and their sales had declined 

substantially over a three-year period. we turned around 

their sales and then they made the decision not to go 

through another growing cycle. They told us they had put 

the business up for sale. we had a contract that would be 

honored by the new owners, but we said, “how can you 

sell now that we have turned the sales around?” They 

said they already had an offer on the winery, but if we 

gave them the same price they would sell it to us. And so 

my sons and i became wine producers. 

you recently wrote your life story in taste: a 
life in wine. in telling the story, and revisiting 
your own life’s history this way, what themes 
or patterns really stood out most for you?

everything price sensitive passes, only quality endures, so 

our maxim is, “consider quality a way of life—we do.”

the terlato wine group is involved in every 
aspect of the wine trade around the globe. 
what do the years ahead hold for your 
company, and for the wine industry in 
general?

Though i have been doing this work for over 50 years, 

i am convinced that the culture of wine appreciation is 

just beginning. Together with my sons, and hopefully 

my grandchildren, i would like to create a legacy for all 

the generations that follow. The Antinori, Ricasoli, and 

Frescobaldi families have been producing wine for more 

than 30 continuous generations since the 13th century. i 

suppose it’s just a dream, but it can happen in our family 

as well. why not? we are in the third—approaching the 

fourth—generation, and we own or manage some 700 

acres of vineyards. 

family is at the heart of your story—and 
of your company, which was started by your 
father-in-law and which you now run with 
your own two sons. what does family mean 
to you?

it is the most important aspect of my life. i have been 

blessed by having been surrounded by family my entire 

career—first working with my father, then my father-in-

law; and now my two sons are at my side, so i can make 

decisions always looking ahead to the future. This year 

my eldest granddaughter, who graduated from Duke, 

will be joining us.

how do your brands reflect your passion for 
quality? 

i believe the brands we market are a reflection of our 

philosophy. Arguably, they represent some of the finest 

wines in the world. 

a true visionary, anthony j. terlato has led the evolution of the fine wine industry  

for more than half a century. 



“I put my name on it knowing full well,
   my entire life’s reputation is in it”

– Anthony Terlato
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L ’ I N S T A N T
T A I T T I N G E R

Vitalie Taittinger  
daughter of  

Pierre–Emmanuel Taittinger and 
active member of the family  

Champagne House.
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before addressing the subject, a few things should be clear. decantation is the process that consists of separating wine sediment  
(the solid part) from the wine itself; aeration is a completely different process that entails the act of giving wines (for the most part young 

ones) a burst of air and a violent movement in order to allow the elements of wine to come together. in both cases, it’s about giving wine 
the best condition to express itself in the glass.

to decaNt oR Not to decaNt: 
that iS the queStioN

wheN it comeS to buRguNdieS,  it’S No ShoRt aNSweR

with wines from Burgundy, aeration or decantation 

is discouraged by most “professionals,” who 

believe the wines aren’t built for it—they are too 

sensitive and often too delicate to be submitted to a 

huge amount of air that could oxidize the wine and 

cause the beverage to lose its nose and its fruit. 

But there is always an exception here and there 

that proves everyone wrong. As a matter of fact, 

i remember having a conversation with Peter 

wasserman, a notorious wine importer who lives 

in Burgundy, about this very subject, and he is a 

strong believer in decanting everything.

The Academie du vin offers us a study that shows 

that out of 100 votes, 51 experts preferred aerated 

wines. while not demonstrating a clear majority, it 

will suffice to prove my point. 

on his most recent visit to New York, at a pairing 

dinner at Adour Alain Ducasse, winemaker etienne 

De montille, who crafts some of the most sought 

after pinot noirs in all of Burgundy, shared with 

me that decanting was often one of his preferred 

techniques with wines that were a little “closed.” 

he believes that some oxidation is more than 

welcome for tight wines.

my personal take on this is not that simple; it 

depends on the vintage, and on the style of the 

producer. For instance, a 1990 vintage Pommard 

from Dominique Laurent, in my mind, does not 

need to be decanted. its expression is quite eloquent 

from the get-go; but would i decant a chambolle 

1er cru 2002 from Roumier? At this moment, 

i think it would help, and from my personal 

experience, it did.

For whites, it’s the same idea. Anne-claude 

Leflaive, from Domaine Leflaive, believes strongly 

in the aeration of white burgundy, and particularly 

hers, even with age. But do we want to follow her 

advice for the meursault from Domaine Roulot? 

i doubt it. maybe for the 2005s that are still very 

tight; maybe for the 2006s that are strong and 

powerful, and need a little bit of air to calm and 

settle; but i would not decant a 2004 from Roulot. 

But this is my opinion, and that is why Burgundy 

wines are so fascinating. each producer has a style 

that makes it impossible to generalize a question 

such as this one. 

At the beginning of this article, i was about to write 

that the reds from the côte de Beaune had better 

results from decantation than the côte de Nuits. 

i was thinking of a beautiful 1998 1er cru from 

Lafarge, and then i realized that i had a lot of other 

examples proving me wrong as well.

Decantation with burgundies is certainly as 

complex as the wines themselves. my best advice 

is taste from the bottle—follow your instinct—and 

ask yourself some questions:

In your mouth, is the fruit very clear and precise 

with the flavors, or is it confused and tight?

if you are satisfied with the first taste, leave it in 

the bottle; if, on the other hand, you are a little 

frustrated by the lack of expression, go ahead and 

aerate, or carafe it, as we say in French. if you have 

several bottles of the same wine, it will be easier for 

you to form an opinion according to your previous 

experiences.

hugo, my 9-year-old son, believes that decantation 

is better because it’s prettier! if this does not help you 

to make your decision, then keep experimenting!

35

by  
philippe sauriat
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the contemporary french designer christophe pillet, on the vanguard of many successful ventures in the world of luxury,  

approached the house of rémy martin with a proposal to create a new experience for the most ardent of louis xiii devotees. 

louiS xii i  cogNac:  
ceRemoNial eNjoYmeNt

bY iNteRNatioNallY acclaimed deSigNeR chRiStoPhe Pillet

his vision and design ethos have resulted in a 

series of objects that will transform the service 

ritual and tasting ceremony surrounding this 

unrivalled cognac. 

To engage his creativity, fully entrenched within 

the legendary values and hallmarks of Louis Xiii 

genius, christophe Pillet immersed himself in the 

history of this exceptional spirit. he experienced  

for himself the origins of the cognac, and 

the richness of the grande champagne soil, 

characteristically high in limestone content to 

produce the finest grapes—and he discovered 

through legendary craftsmanship the savvy 

“know-how” shared and revered between 

successive cellar masters. The relationship is 

a symphony, he concluded, and a harmonious 

collaboration over a century in producing Louis 

Xiii—each Louis Xiii decanter created is overseen 

by four generations of cellar masters. 

“As i walked around the cognac vineyards, the 

distilleries, the spirit cellars, and stores at the 

historic estate of Domaine du grollet, where 

Louis Xiii was born, i became aware of the 

distinct cultural similarities between this world 

and the practice of design: the mastery of know-

how harnessed in the service of excellence, which 

is the key to my own definition of luxury,” says 

Pillet. “The moment of tasting is a magnificent 

form of revelation. it enabled me to animate and 

give form to the myriad nuances that create Louis 

Xiii. i witnessed the aromatic powerfulness, 

inevitable in eaux-de-vie of 70”, growing further 

sublime after a century of maturing. All this 

natural phenomena nourished and made possible 

by man.” 

Among the objects of the Louis Xiii ritual, the 

glass is designed in the shape of a drop of water 

whose form is expressed in essential form—and 

reflected by the vertical grooves carved along it. 

As with a cut diamond, the light filters in and 

bounces off the carved facets, thus giving life 

to the mahogany robe hue of Louis Xiii. “This 

object is highly masculine in its rather angular 

morphology, yet it possesses all the feminine 

features of a piece of jewelry,” says Pillet. As part 

of the ritual, Louis Xiii is served in this glass at 

the king cole Bar.

genius is indeed at work. Between an exceptional 

vision of design and legendary cognac savoir faire, 

an alchemy is ignited. A quest to depict timeless 

elegance takes full and proper advantage of 

christophe Pillet’s contemporary interpretations. 
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no vineyard is dearer to maison joseph drouhin, the family-owned wine producer of burgundy, than their premier cru 

beaune clos des mouches. drouhin owns 12.9 hectares of clos des mouches, out of a total 25.13 hectares, and makes two 

wines—one red and one white—that have become synonymous with the joseph drouhin name, defining its style. 

beauNe cloS deS moucheS
the PRide of the dRouhiN eState

in 1880, Joseph Drouhin founded the firm in 

Beaune. his son maurice made the firm’s first 

vineyard acquisition in 1918, clos des mouches, 

a Premier Cru vineyard located in the commune 

of Beaune, just outside and on the southern flank 

of the small city. with great determination, he set 

about purchasing 41 parcels from eight different 

proprietors. 

Situated on a hill, the vineyard has a south-

southeastern exposure and soil composed of 

clay and limestone throughout the clos. it is this 

favorable combination of soil, exposure, and 

microclimate that so suits the finicky pinot noir 

and more amenable chardonnay grapes, and that 

led to its being considered a climate worthy of 

the Burgundy’s second-highest classification. 

Philippe Drouhin, a great-grandson of the 

founder, oversees all the vineyard holdings of 

Drouhin and employs organic methods in this 

vineyard. weeds are eliminated through plowing; 

no chemical pesticides or fertilizers are used, 

but only tried-and-true natural products such as 

sulfur or organic compost. 

preserves the genetic heritage of the oldest and 

best vines, and vines of different characteristics. 

Philippe insists on clones that come from the 

original vine, not clones of clones of clones.

The name “clos des mouches” is thought to go 

back to the middle Ages. The vineyard’s southern 

exposure made it a favorable place for keeping 

bees. As beekeepers set up their beehives on this 

hillside, the area became known as the clos des 

mouches (enclosure of the honeybees)—the 

word clos means enclosure, and mouches (which 

today means flies) was actually the local name 

for honeybees. 

classified as a Premier Cru, Drouhin’s Beaune 

clos des mouches makes no mention of that 

fact on its label. The label, designed by maurice 

Drouhin, depicts flowers and bees and has the 

name of the vineyard written in a calligraphic 

script. 

Both the red and white wines epitomize the Drouhin 

style. From the handpicking and pressing of the 

grapes, to the complete fermentation until there 

is absolutely no sugar, to the élevage (maturing) 

in French oak barrels, the wines are treated with 

utmost care and tasted frequently. The red clos 

des mouches may be characterized as round, 

velvety, and beautifully balanced, with complexity 

and depth in an understated but intense manner. 

The white manages to combine generously the 

body of a corton charlemagne with the elegance 

of a montrachet; it has power, good structure, and 

yet is elegant with a long finish.

The vines are planted with less than a meter 

between them and with just a meter between the 

rows. “we opted for densely planted vines—up 

to 12,500 vines per hectare or 5,000 per acre,” 

says Philippe, “and let them take root as deep as 

possible.”* The vines’ average age is 38 years, 

which contributes to the finesse and elegance of 

the resulting wines, because, as he explains, “The 

vines enter a ‘quieter phase’ when they reach 25.” 

Both the challenging but rewarding pinot noir 

and the elegant chardonnay grow in Drouhin’s 

vineyard, in equal proportions. when maurice 

bought clos des mouches, however, it was 

planted only with pinot noir. he came across some 

documents that indicated the clos had produced 

an excellent white wine prior to the phylloxera 

epidemic of 1875–1880, and in the 1920s he 

began replanting the clos with chardonnay. Some 

of the stocks he planted are still alive today and 

form part of the estate’s precious genetic pool. 

The clos des mouches vineyard serves as the 

“clonal repository” for most of the vine clones 

of the Drouhin estate. it is here that Drouhin 

*the average density in burgundy is around 9,000 to 10,000 vines per hectare. at the premiere cru level in beaune, the maximum production per hectare is 40 
hectoliters per hectare for the reds and 45 hectoliters per hectare for the whites. drouhin is below that, as they believe 35 hectoliters per hectares gives the 
wine a balance between structure, finesse, and terroir.
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aged for over a decade in the 2,000-year-old 
gallo-Roman cellars of the house of charles 
heidsieck.

camus and the winemaking team at charles 
heidsieck have won Sparkling winemaker of the 
Year awards nine times at the international wine 
competition held in London. his champagnes 
are quite possibly the most awarded in the world. 
Riedel is famous in the industry for its fine crystal 
serving accoutrements, and was the first to design 
stemware customized in form and function to 
best accentuate the character of various wines. 
given these accolades, i was willing to go on a 
little faith before passing judgment. 

For the taste test, i used the un-decanted Blanc 
des millénaires 1995 as the control. To reduce 
bottle variation, i used the same control bottle 
and poured half into the decanter. i then tasted 
the decanted champagne after 5 minutes,  
10 minutes, and 15 minutes, up to one hour. 

The results were fascinating. The aromas of the 
Blanc des millénaires intensified at each time 
interval. The champagne increased in richness, 
depth, and autolytic complexities of toast, 
brioche, and hints of brown sugar. i anticipated 
the bubbles to be completely diminished after a 

but decanting champagne?  
sounds blasphemous! 

Actually, in marie Antoinette’s day, all 
champagnes were decanted because of lees. 
Lees is yeast sediment as a result of the second 
fermentation that gives champagne its bubbles. 
however, after the second fermentation, the lees 
sit at the bottom of the bottle as yeast sludge, 
making the champagne cloudy. unlike methods 
today, technique then did not allow for freezing 
the lees to disgorge it from the neck of the bottle, 
thus decanting was necessary to achieve a clean 
glass of champagne. 

what makes decanting relevant today?

Régis camus, internationally acclaimed 
winemaker at champagne charles heidsieck, 
believes the true nature of champagne is 
revealed through the art of decanting. camus 
recently collaborated with Riedel, the famous 
Austrian glassmaking house, to select a crystal 
decanter parallel to the character of charles 
heidsieck Blanc des millénaires 1995. its 
balance, complexity, structure, and longevity 
make it perfect for decanting. The champagne 
comprises 100 percent chardonnay grapes from 
the renowned côte des Blancs region, and is 

decanting is one of the most romantic presentations we enjoy in the wine world. beyond its impressive and ceremonial appeal,  

decanting is practical. for more-aged or unfiltered red wines, decanting keeps sediment—or harmless polymerized phenols that  

look like dirt—out of your glass. the procedure also gently folds in oxygen to the wine, this softening astringency from course  

tannin and revealing hidden layers of flavor.

decaNtiNg chamPagNe: blaSPhemY oR PuRitY? 

half hour’s time, but their presence prevailed even 
after one full hour. in fact, the softer effervescent 
bead created a rounder, more generous palate, 
and a perceived longer finish. my personal 
favorite was after the one-hour mark—as it was 
at that point that the champagne had the most 
intense flavor, richness, and length. 

i shouldn’t have been surprised. The shape of 
Riedel’s crystal decanter has several advantages 
over other more-common still-wine decanters in 
that it is specifically designed for champagne, 
with the overall intent to minimize the surface 
area of the champagne contained inside. The 
correct aperture of exposure protects the bubbles 
from dissipating too quickly while enabling 
sufficient oxygen to release more aromas and 
complexity. The pouring neck is quite thin, which 
again protects the bubbles and creates more 
surface tension so the champagne’s mousse lasts 
for a longer period of time. 

So perhaps Paul Rudnick, American playwright, 
screenwriter, and novelist, was right when he 
said, “There is only one blasphemy, and that is 
the refusal to experience joy.” 

by  
jennifer simonetti-bryan, mw
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